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The potential sources of systematic effects in distance determinations: 
1)  psychological phenomena   
2)  invalid reasoning 
3)  inherit limitations of our models 

  The more we use models in considerations  
   the more our results are plagued by systematic effects. 
  The more model is sophisticated  
   the more systematic effects are hard to discuss. 



Case 1: so called semidetached configuration 

semidetached:  
strong Roche model  

dependence 

detached: 
little dependence  
on binary model 



LMC system 
SC01-105 
O7V+O8.5IV 

but systematic effects  
contribute at least ~2% 

just radii uncertainty ~4% 



Case 2: stellar atmosphere models    

For Early Type Stars: 
  no reliable surface brightness – color relation 
  weak T_eff dependence on colors 
  only approximate calibration between T_eff  
 and spectral type 
  solution: use stellar atmosphere models to 
 predict total flux from binary star   



The method: 
The flux scaling at Earth using flux  
predictions from atmosphere models 

B0.5V+B2III 

Only one O type star with parallax ~5%! ζ Oph   
Only two B0-1.5 type stars with parallax ~4%! ϰ Sco, η Cen 

Absolute flux calibration possible with accuracy at most  ~ 8%! 



  Using early type stars as distance indicator we can estimate distance  
  to an individual object with minimum systematic error ~5% for O       
type stars and ~4% for B0-1.5 type stars. 

Target    Year    Spectral Types    Total Error 
M33,    2006,     O7V+O7V,     6% 
LMC,    2002,      B1.5IV+B1.5IV,    5% 
LMC,    2003,     B0.5V+B2III,     4% (?) 
M31,   2005 and 2010,   two O8V+B0III,    4% (?) 
LMC,     2011,      O7V+O8.5IV,    3% (?!)  
LMC,     2002,     B1V+B1V,     2% (?!)    



Conclusions for precise distance hunters. 

1) Semidetached binary system can give   
reasonable distance but not precise one.  
Avoid them! 

2) There is no enough near early type calibrators  
to predict flux from stellar atmosphere models   
with accuracy better than ~8-10%!  





How to improve situation with early type stars. 

1) measure HST parallax for a number  
    of early type single stars; 
2) calibrate the distance to LMC with accuracy ~3% 
3) wait for GAIA mission output 



modeling the spectra modeling 
light curve(s) 

Input  
astrophysics: 
Binary Star 

Model 

modeling  
radial 

velocities  



The method is not 
 purely geometrical! 

Empirical surface  
brightness versus  
color index calibration 

The flux scaling at Earth 

not applicable for  
earliest type stars: 
only ~20% of accuracy  

- calculate total emerging  
flux F from both stars 
- compare with observed flux Fo  
at orbital quadratures 
- derive distance D≈sqrt(F/Fo) + const 



Use semi-empirical 
spectral type – T_eff or 
intrinsic color index – T_eff 
calibrations 

The potential sources of systematic effects: 
1)  psychological phenomena   
2)  invalid reasoning 
3)  inherit limitations of our models 

Ad. 1 
Weighting our result within so called “consensus”, examples:  
  clustering of distances to LMC (Schaefer 2008) 
  clustering of distances to Pleiades (van Leeuwen 2009) 

How does it work? 
“good” result – no more checking, small errors attributed, 
 “bad” result – always extensive checking, larger errors attributed, 
 from different solutions we prefer “good” one. 

Recent work on LMC EB: 18.52 ± 0.07, 18.58 ± 0.07 
Choice  : 18.52 ± 0.07 (close “enough” to the consensus: 18.50) 

  :   ± 0.13 



2. Invalid reasoning 

a) The suitable large number of eclipsing binaries  
give adequately high precision of distance determination  
b) The so called semidetached configuration 
c) Fine-tuning parameters 






